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Abstract

Adaptation aftereffects have been found for low-level visual features such as colour, motion and shape perception, as well
as higher-level features such as gender, race and identity in domains such as faces and biological motion. It is not yet clear if
adaptation effects in humans extend beyond this set of higher order features. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether objects highly associated with one gender, e.g. high heels for females or electric shavers for males can modulate
gender perception of a face. In two separate experiments, we adapted subjects to a series of objects highly associated with
one gender and subsequently asked participants to judge the gender of an ambiguous face. Results showed that
participants are more likely to perceive an ambiguous face as male after being exposed to objects highly associated to
females and vice versa. A gender adaptation aftereffect was obtained despite the adaptor and test stimuli being from
different global categories (objects and faces respectively). These findings show that our perception of gender from faces is
highly affected by our environment and recent experience. This suggests two possible mechanisms: (a) that perception of
the gender associated with an object shares at least some brain areas with those responsible for gender perception of faces
and (b) adaptation to gender, which is a high-level concept, can modulate brain areas that are involved in facial gender
perception through top-down processes.
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Introduction

If one views a white screen after prolonged exposure to a red

screen, he or she will perceive it as green, red’s opposite [1]. This

perceptual shift in the opposite direction due to prolonged

exposure to a stimulus is called ‘adaptation’. Adaptation occurs

for low-level visual features such as colour [1], motion [2] and

perception of shape and curvature [3].

In addition, studies have shown adaptation aftereffects to

higher-order visual features in complex visual stimuli (such as

faces), with dynamics of build up and decay similar to low-level

visual aftereffects [4]. This has been demonstrated for attributes of

faces such as race, gender [5,6], facial expression [7,8], perception

of viewpoint [9], identity [4,10], gaze direction [11–13] and the

normality of distorted faces [14,15].

Adaptation to the higher-order feature of gender has been

found not only for faces, but also with other global categories of

stimuli such as hands [16] and biological motion [17,18].

Prolonged viewing of the gait of a male or female point light

walker resulted in subsequent ambiguous gaits being perceived as

more similar to the other gender [17]. This gender adaptation

aftereffect cannot be entirely accounted for by adaptation of low-

level features such as local motion: the adaptation aftereffect was

significantly reduced when the points in point light walkers were

dephased, suggesting the existence of neurons selective for gender.

The ability to bias gender perception of a face is also not limited

to stimuli from the visual modality. It has been shown that

exposure to sounds, voices and odours specific to a particular

gender can also bias facial gender perception, although these are

usually priming effects, meaning the preceding visual input shifts

the perception of the test stimuli towards its dimension rather than

away from it as in adaptation effects. Kovács et al. [19] showed

that inhalation of androgen (steroid hormones that control the

development and maintenance of masculine characteristics) caused

men to perceive faces as more masculine as compared to when

they inhaled estrogen (steroid hormones that control the develop-

ment and maintenance of feminine characteristics). Similarly,

Smith, Grabowecky and Suzuki [20] found that participants

perceived gender-neutral faces as more masculine when presen-

tation of the face was accompanied with pure tones in male

fundamental-speaking-frequency range (the distribution of the

dominant vocalization frequencies) [21] and vice versa, i.e. they

perceived gender-neutral face to be more feminine when it was

presented with pure tones in female fundamental-speaking-

frequency range.

On a neural level, two possible mechanisms have been proposed

to account for adaptation aftereffects. First, these aftereffects may

be produced via bottom-up processes. For instance, adaptation

may cause firing rate fatigue in neurons that selectively code for a

category of a particular attribute, suppressing responses to

previously experienced stimuli and allowing responses to novel

stimuli to become relatively more dominant. In support of this

proposal, a modelling study found that the introduction of firing-
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rate fatigue in simple associative neural networks was sufficient to

simulate aftereffects [22]. In contrast, adaptation aftereffects may

result from a top-down process. Hierarchical predictive coding

models [23,24] assert that at each stage in visual processing,

bottom-up input patterns are compared against predictions which

are dynamically calibrated from recent experience and the degree

of prediction error is signalled. Adaptation recalibrates the top-

down prediction signal, resulting in a greater prediction error,

biasing percepts towards novel stimuli.

To prove that a higher-order feature is represented in the brain

by a single population of neurons instead of the integration of

information from distributed neural populations coding for lower-

order constitutive features, one must demonstrate that adaptation

to the higher-level feature cannot be accounted for by adaptation

to the lower-order features that constitute it [17]. This has indeed

been found in face adaptation. Although low-level aftereffects can

occur following adaptation of any feature value, exposure to

undistorted faces fails to produce an aftereffect [7]. In contrast,

adaptation to synthetic faces which differ geometrically but do not

vary in simple facial attributes is able to produce face identity

aftereffects [25]. These aftereffects are invariant to changes in

simple visual features of the adapting and test stimuli, including

position [10], viewpoint [9], contrast, colour, size [14], and

orientation [26].

Even more compelling proof that the higher-order feature is

represented by a single neural population would be to demonstrate

aftereffects with test stimuli from a different category as adapting

stimuli. Troje et al. (2006) suggested that other classes of stimuli

such as stick walkers, realistic renderings of walkers, or even faces

could be tested for aftereffects following adaptation to point-light

displays. As the adapting and test stimuli belong to different global

categories of stimuli and thus no longer share any perceptual

features, the aftereffect can only be attributed to a change in the

representation of the higher-order feature common to both classes

of stimuli.

The current study uses this approach to investigate whether the

higher-order feature of gender is indeed coded by individual

neurons tuned for gender, instead of a network of neurons coding

for lower-order constitutive features as suggested by McCollough

[1]. We selected objects closely associated with a particular gender

as adapting stimuli and ambiguous faces that vary on a continuum

of gender as test stimuli. As the adapting stimuli and the test

stimuli are from different global categories of stimuli which do not

share any perceptual features, any aftereffect resulting from

adaptation can only be attributed to the higher-order feature of

gender. To this purpose, participants viewed images of objects

closely associated with a particular gender (male or female) and

categorised faces (which varied from highly masculine to highly

feminine) as either male or female. In line with the hypothesis that

the higher-order feature of gender is coded for by single neurons,

we expected to observe adaptation aftereffects, i.e. participants

who view objects closely associated with males are more likely to

perceive a subsequent ambiguous face as female and vice versa.

We were also interested in examining the dynamics of any

adaptation aftereffects observed. It has been reported that the

duration of adaptation aftereffects is highly dependent on the

specific nature of the experiment. It can vary from seconds to days,

e.g. up to a few seconds in low-level visual perception [27,28] as

well as in high-level visual perception [10,29], minutes or hours

[11,30,31] and even days [15,32].

Three factors have been found to influence the magnitude of

adaptation aftereffects measured in the test phase: (a) duration of

adaptation, (b) delay between adaptation and test and (c) duration

of test [15]. Rhodes et al. [33] tested the effects of adaptation

duration and test duration with adaptation durations ranging from

1 s to 16 s and test durations ranging from 0.2 s to 3.2 s. They

demonstrated that lasting adaptation aftereffects increase logarith-

mically with increasing adaptation duration and decrease expo-

nentially with increasing test duration. Kloth and Schweinberger

[11] showed that the adaptation aftereffect from adaptation to

gaze direction decays over time, and can be explained by an

exponential function that lasts up to 7 minutes. Furthermore, it

has been shown that depending on the delay between adaptation

and test experiences, two different mechanisms might be involved.

Using coloured gratings as adapting stimuli, Vul, Krizay and

MacLeod [34] found that magnitude of adaptation aftereffects

increases with increasing duration of adaptation. They proposed

that adaptation in early visual cortex happens at two distinct

timescales (and perhaps within two separate systems): one that

saturates and decays very quickly and another that exhibited no

signs of decay within the time intervals tested.

We speculated that the nature of the task is also important in

adaptation aftereffects – specifically, attention to the adapting

stimuli might affect the magnitude of adaptation aftereffects.

Therefore, we also explored how attention to the adapting stimuli

would influence any adaptation aftereffects observed, by varying

the attentional demands of the tasks related to the adapting

stimuli. Two groups of participants took part in this study.

Participants in the first group were asked to memorise five objects

(presented for 6 s in total) and subsequently complete an old/new

recognition task (experiment 1). A less demanding task was used

for the second group of participants, who viewed five or six objects

(presented for 6 s in total) and were required to respond by

indicating the number of objects shown (experiment 2).

In order to characterise how the attentional demands of the task

influenced the dynamics of the adaptation aftereffects observed, we

included a five-second delay between presentation of the adapting

objects and the test face in half of the trials. We expected to see (a)

stronger adaptation aftereffects for the first experiment with a

more engaging task compared to the second experiment and (b)

any adaptation aftereffects to be highly attenuated or gone after

the five-second delay.

Methods

Participants
A total of 30 participants (17 female, 18–24 years old) took part

in this study, with half of them randomly assigned to the first

experiment (memorisation task) and the rest assigned to the second

experiment (counting task). Participants had normal or corrected

to normal vision. They were naive to the purpose of the

experiment. All participants gave written, informed consent in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the guidelines

approved by the University College London (UCL) ethics

committee.

Stimuli
Images presented in the adaptation phase comprised two sets of

49 objects that were closely associated with male and female

genders, respectively. These were selected from Hemera Photo

Objects (Hemera Technologies Inc.) and scaled to fit an 8006600

pixel rectangle (about 20.37614.40 visual degrees). Examples of

objects used for female and male adaptation are shown in Figure 1.

In order to ensure that these objects evoked strong associations

to the intended gender, a post-study rating task was conducted in

which all 98 objects were presented one by one in random order.

Participants were required to categorise each object according to

the gender they most closely associated it with (male or female) and

Objects Produce Gender Adaptation Aftereffect
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respond using the keyboard by making the same key-presses as

they used for the gender categorisation of faces previously (the two

keys ‘J’ and ‘K’). Participants had unlimited time to make their

responses. Analysis of these responses confirmed that the gender

associations were indeed the ones we intended: 92.43%62.37% of

the images were similarly categorised.

Images presented in the test phase comprised faces that were

created and morphed using FaceGen Modeller (Single Inversions

Inc.). All five faces (female, relatively female, neutral, relatively

male and male) had a neutral emotional expression and were

presented from a frontal view, Figure 2.

Apparatus
The experiments were programmed and run with the use of

MATLAB (r2007b, The MathWorks, Inc.) and Psychtoolbox v3

[35,36]. All stimuli were presented in colour on a 17-inch monitor

with a 75 Hz refresh rate and a 128061024 pixels resolution, at a

viewing distance of approximately 53 cm. Responses were entered

using a standard computer keyboard. Participants were instructed

to use the index and middle fingers on their right hand to respond.

The order of the keys was randomised across all participants,

meaning some participants pressed the ‘J’ key to categorise faces as

‘female’ and ‘K’ as ‘male’ and vice versa for others.

Procedure
Two separate experiments were conducted: the first involving a

memorisation task and the second involving a less cognitively-

demanding counting task. All instructions were presented on the

computer screen before the experiment began. The procedure of

the experiments is illustrated in Figure 3. Each trial began with an

adaptation phase in which participants were adapted to a series of

objects all associated with the same gender (either male or female).

In both experiments, the objects were presented sequentially for

6 s. Participants were instructed to pay attention to each image as

they would be tested on the objects in a later phase. Presentation of

the objects was followed by either a 5 s delay (‘with-delay’

condition) or no delay (‘without-delay’ condition) before a face was

presented for 250 ms. This was followed by a centrally-presented

question mark on a white background, which indicated that

participants were required to respond by categorising the face

according to its gender.

Figure 1. Examples of objects used for (a) female adaptation and (b) male adaptation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.g001

Figure 2. The set of test faces. From left to right: female (0% male), relatively female (20% male), neutral (50% male), relatively male (80% male)
and male (100% male). In a pilot study we asked participants (n = 15) to rate the gender of 9 different faces ranging from absolutely female to
absolutely male (10 repetitions per face and presented in random order) in a 5-level scale (female/somehow female/cannot guess/somehow male/
male). In order to achieve an s-shape psychometric curve, we selected the faces that best fit the 0%, 20%, 50%, 80% and 100% male.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.g002
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Experiment 1 (memorisation task). Five objects were

displayed in the adaptation phase for the first experiment.

Participants were instructed to memorise these images for an

old/new recognition task, Figure 3(a). After the gender categorisa-

tion task, an object was presented. This object could have been

either presented previously in the adaptation phase (‘old’) or not

(‘new’), and participants were required to respond accordingly.

The procedure of a sample trial is shown in Figure 4.

Experiment 2 (counting task). In the second experiment,

five or six objects were displayed in the adaptation phase.

Participants were asked to count the number of images, and

respond if five objects or six objects were presented previously in

the adaptation phase.

Each session included 12 repetitions of all the conditions (male/

female objects 6with-/without-delay 65 different faces) split over

12 blocks with 20 trials in each block. Each object was presented

12 or 13 times in the first experiment and 13 or 14 times in the

second experiment. Each face was presented exactly 48 times.

Each block was followed by at least 30 s rest time. Participants

were asked to press the ‘space’ key to continue the experiment.

Participants had an unlimited time to make their responses. They

did not receive any feedback on the accuracy of their responses.

Statistical Analysis
Participants were tested on their gender categorisation judg-

ments (male/female) of the presented faces. All analyses were

carried out within-subjects using a 26265 repeated-measures

analysis of variance (ANOVA) in relation to three independent

variables: the gender associated with the objects presented in the

adaptation phase (male/female) and the delay condition (with-/

without-delay) and the face types in the test phase (female/

relatively female/neutral/relatively male/male). Only data from

trials where participants responded correctly to the memorisation

or counting task were considered for analysis. Bonferroni-

corrected two-tailed paired-samples t-tests were used to test pair-

wise comparisons post-hoc. The dependent variables were checked

for normal distribution.

Results

Experiment 1 (memorisation task)
Table 1 summarises the results of the repeated measures

ANOVA for the first experiment where participants were required

to memorise the adapting stimuli. The main effects of both face

type and objects’ associated gender were significant (p,0.001) as

well as their interaction (p = 0.02). Interactions of the delay

condition with both face type and objects’ associated gender were

not significant (p.0.1). Therefore the data was collapsed across the

delay conditions for post-hoc comparisons.

Post-hoc paired-samples t-tests were conducted on the percent-

age of responses where the face was categorized as male, in order

to compare adaptation effects after exposure to objects associated

with males and females for each face type, Table 2. This

psychometric curve (collapsed across delay conditions) is presented

in Figure 5. Critically, these tests showed a significant difference in

face perception after exposure to objects associated with each

Figure 3. Procedure of the experiments. (a) Experiment 1 (memorisation task), (b) Experiment 2 (counting task).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.g003

Figure 4. An example of a trial in experiment 1 (memorisation task). This example shows an adaptation to female-associated objects, a male
face as the test stimulus with no delay between the objects and the test face and a ‘new’ object for the subsequent old/new recognition task.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.g004
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gender for the relatively female (p = 0.03), neutral (p = 0.004) and

relatively male (p = 0.01) face types. The results of the first

experiment show that participants were highly adapted to the

associated gender of the objects, i.e. they perceived ambiguous

faces (relatively female, neutral and relatively male faces) as being

more masculine after being exposed to female associated objects

and vice versa. This was true regardless of the delay condition.

Experiment 2 (counting task)
Table 3 summarises the result of the repeated measures

ANOVA for the second experiment where participants were

required to count the adapting stimuli. The main effect of face

type (p,0.001) and objects’ associated gender (p = 0.001) and their

interaction (p,0.001) were significant. In addition, the three-way

interaction between face type, objects’ associated gender and the

delay condition was also significant (p = 0.008).

Post-hoc paired-samples t-tests were conducted separately for

with- and without-delay conditions to analyse the difference in

response over different face types between adaptation to objects

associated with males and females. Psychometric curves are

presented in Figure 6 for with- and without-delay conditions. The

paired-samples t-tests comparing the responses for the neutral face

type for the without-delay condition was significant, t(14) = 2.57,

p = 0.02. In contrast, the same analysis for the with-delay condition

did not reach significance, t(14) = 1.78, p = 0.10. All other tests

were non-significant, ts(14),1. Unlike the first experiment, results

of the second experiment showed differential aftereffects for the

two delay conditions: participants were adapted to the associated

gender of the objects when the test face was presented immediately

after objects were presented (without-delay condition), but this

adaptation aftereffect vanished almost entirely after 5 s of delay.

Table 1. Analysis of Variance for Experiment 1 (memorisation task).

Effect F p gp
2

delay condition F(1, 14) = 0.72 0.410 ns

face type F(4, 56) = 7.15 ,0.001 0.61

objects’ associated gender F(1, 14) = 24.70 ,0.001 0.71

delay condition 6 face type F(4, 56) = 0.96 0.436 ns

delay condition 6 objects’ associated gender F(1, 14) = 0.05 0.826 ns

face type 6 objects’ associated gender F(4, 56) = 3.18 0.020 0.89

delay condition 6 face type 6objects’ associated gender F(4, 56) = 1.74 0.154 ns

The results of the 26265 repeated measures ANOVA with delay condition (with-/without-delay), associated gender of objects (male/female) and face type (female/
relatively female/neutral/relatively male/male) as independent factors and percentage response towards male as dependent factor. gp

2 stands for partial eta-squared. ns
stands for not significant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.t001

Figure 5. Graph of mean percentage of male responses as a function of face type in Experiment 1 (memorisation task). * p,0.05.
** p,0.01. Error bars reflect one standard deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.g005

Table 2. Post-hoc Tests for Experiment 1 (memorisation task).

Face Type t(14) p d

female 0.56 0.584 0.30

relatively female 2.41 0.030 1.29

neutral 3.41 0.004 1.82

relatively male 2.95 0.010 1.58

male 1.04 0.316 0.56

Bonferroni corrected post-hoc paired-samples t-tests comparing percentage
response towards male for different face types after adaptation to objects
associated with males and females. d stands for Cohen’s d effect-size.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.t002
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Discussion

The current study investigated adaptation aftereffects to the

higher-order feature of gender, using adapting and test stimuli

from different global categories (objects and faces respectively).

Specifically, we presented a series of objects highly associated with

one gender with a task that required participants to attend to these

adapting stimuli, and then tested participants’ perception of the

gender of ambiguous faces. Participants were either asked to

memorise the objects presented in the adaptation phase for an old-

new recognition task (Experiment 1) or to count the number of

objects presented (Experiment 2), a less attentionally-demanding

task. In both experiments, the test face was either presented with

5 s delay (‘with-delay’ condition) or immediately (‘without-delay’

condition) after the presentation of objects.

Results from the first experiment showed that exposure to

objects highly associated with one gender caused participants to be

highly biased towards the opposite gender, i.e. they were more

likely to perceive the faces as male after being exposed to objects

highly associated with females and vice versa, which is consistent

with a gender adaptation effect (Figure 5). Contrary to our

prediction, the introduction of a 5 s delay did not produce a

Table 3. Analysis of Variance for Experiment 2 (counting task).

Effect F p gp
2

delay condition F(1, 14) = 1.41 0.254 ns

face type F(4, 56) = 6.28 ,0.001 0.41

objects’ associated gender F(1, 14) = 17.14 0.001 0.78

delay condition 6 face type F(4, 56) = 1.05 0.389 ns

delay condition 6 objects’ associated gender F(1, 14) = 5.18 0.039 0.58

face type 6 objects’ associated gender F(4, 56) = 7.15 ,0.001 0.82

delay condition x face type 6objects’ associated gender F(4, 56) = 3.83 0.008 0.66

The results of the 26265 repeated measures ANOVA with delay condition (with-/without-delay), associated gender of objects (male/female) and face type (female/
relatively female/neutral/relatively male/male) as independent factors and percentage response towards male as dependent factor. gp

2 stands for partial eta-squared. ns
stands for not significant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.t003

Figure 6. Graph of mean percentage of male responses as a function of face type in Experiment 2 (counting task). (a) without-delay
condition (b) with-delay condition; * p,0.05, {p = 0.10. Error bars reflect one standard deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046079.g006
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significant difference in responses. We speculated that perhaps

participants rehearsed the objects during the delay. This rehearsal

might have enhanced the semantic processing of the objects,

leading to a stronger adaptation aftereffect that lasted for a longer

time. Alternatively, as suggested by Rhodes et al. [37], enhanced

attention to the adapting stimuli may have amplified adaptation

aftereffects. Rhodes et al. [37] revealed a stronger face adaptation

aftereffect when participants had to pay more attention to the

stimuli (using a change detection task or a 1-back task) compared

to passive viewing. Therefore, to determine whether the

attentional demands of the task affects the lasting effects of gender

adaptation, we ran a second experiment with a less engaging task.

In the second experiment, five or six objects were presented as

adapting stimuli in each trial, and participants were asked to count

the number of objects. A significant two-way interaction was found

between delay condition and objects’ associated gender as well as a

significant three-way interaction of delay condition, face type and

objects’ associated gender. Comparing adaptation using objects

associated with males and females showed a significant adaptation

aftereffect for the without-delay condition for the neutral face, but

no difference for with-delay condition (Figure 6). The 5 s delay

between the presentation of the objects and the test face eliminated

the observed adaptation aftereffect, suggesting that this effect was

temporary and attenuates greatly within 5 s.

Adaptation to gender has been previously investigated using

face [16] and biological motion stimuli [17,18]. Consistent with

these studies, our findings demonstrate that perception of gender is

highly influenced by past experience and subject to adaptation.

However, these experiments used adapting and test stimuli which

were perceptually similar as they were selected from the same

global category. To our knowledge, the current study is the first to

obtain a gender adaptation effect using adapting and test stimuli

being from different global categories (objects and faces respec-

tively). As the adapting and test stimuli differ perceptually, the

cross-category adaptation effect observed cannot be attributed to

adaptation aftereffects at the perceptual level.

Adaptation has been termed ‘‘the psychologist’s microelec-

trode’’ [38] due to its power to isolate and temporarily diminish

the contribution of specific neural populations, hence providing

inferences about mechanisms relating to a function. The presence

of adaptation is thought to imply the existence of neurons that

selectively code for the adapted feature [39]. Sergent, Ohta, and

McDonald [40] identified gender-related neurons in cortical areas

and Kaul, Rees and Ishai [41] found a network of neurons spread

over different brain areas coding gender perceived from faces. On

a neural level, these higher-order features may be represented in

the brain by a network of neurons, each coding selectively for the

different lower-order features that constitute the higher-order

feature [42], or by single neurons which selectively code for that

higher-order feature [43].

Results reported in this study are consistent with Jordan et al.’s

(2006) suggestion that there may be neuronal mechanisms

subserving the processing of gender in the brain. This was based

on the finding that the gender adaptation aftereffect was

significantly reduced when adapting point light walkers were

dephased, reflecting the loss of contribution of gender derived

from global biological motion. However, results from the present

study provide even more convincing evidence for a specific neural

population coding for gender in the brain, as the adapting and test

stimuli do not share any perceptual features.

The view that there exist neural populations coding for very

specific concepts is supported by previous studies. For instance,

opposite aftereffects were simultaneously induced in two identities

in expression [8] and face-distortion experiments [14], indicating

that adaptation can differentially access high-level neural popula-

tions which code for individual identities. However, this is not

entirely consistent with studies that suggest that there are distinct

neural populations coding for specific domains such as faces,

instead of specific higher-order features such as identity and

gender. Gender aftereffects were induced for hand and face

categories without transfer [16], and viewpoint effects were also

found not to transfer between face, car, and wire-like objects [9],

indicating that separate neural populations code for each domain

of stimuli. Within the domain of faces, there appear to be neural

populations which are still more specific, coding for sub-domains.

Opposite figural aftereffects were induced simultaneously for

upright and inverted faces, indicating that distinct neural

populations code for upright and inverted faces [44]. Further

behavioural studies are needed to resolve this inconsistency and

clarify which particular domains and/or concepts are subserved by

specific neural populations.

Neuroimaging techniques, particularly the fMRI adaptation

technique, may also shed light on this paradox. A recent study by

Kaul et al. [41] suggests that gender information is distributed

across the face network and is not specific to one area. Using

multivariate pattern classification, they showed significant contri-

butions of inferior occipital gyrus (IOG), fusiform gyrus (FG), and

superior temporal sulcus (STS), as well as most of the extended

regions of the face network. Future work could investigate if there

is indeed a common brain area encoding gender perceived from

faces and gender perceived from objects.

Extending earlier research, our results indicate that the nature

of the task affects not only the magnitude of face aftereffects [37],

but also their duration. We found that adaptation aftereffects

lasted at least 5 s when participants were asked to ‘memorise’ the

objects whereas it vanished within 5 s when participants were

asked to ‘count’ the objects. Therefore, in addition to the duration

of the adaptation and test phases and the delay between these two

phases, the nature of the task is another crucial factor that

influences the magnitude and dynamics of adaptation aftereffects.

Although participants were not informed about the aim of the

study, they may have assumed a connection between the

associated gender of the objects and the gender of the face. Given

this assumption, it would be easier to assume that the gender of the

face was congruent with the gender associated with the preceding

images, rather than incongruent. The results showed that

participants’ perception of face gender was biased towards the

gender that was not associated with the presented objects, i.e. they

perceived the androgynous faces as more male after being exposed

to objects associated with females and vice versa. Therefore, it is

highly unlikely that the results of our study are due to the effects of

social desirability.

We did not manipulate the images to control for low-level visual

properties of adapting objects in order not to affect participants’

perceptions of the objects. Although it remains possible that low-

level visual properties contributed to our observed effects, we tried

to minimise this possibility by selecting a wide variety of objects

with different colours and shapes. To investigate whether there

were systematic differences in colour between objects associated

with males and females, we ran two independent sample t-tests on

histogram of hue values (a value between 0 and 255 in HSV colour

space) of objects in the two groups with a bin width of 16 and an

overlap value of 8 (31 comparisons). These t-tests showed no

significant difference (p.0.20), indicating that the low-level visual

property of colour did not contribute to our observed effects.

To conclude, our findings point out that not only is our

perception of gender affected by exposure to various dimensions

related to humans (e.g. faces, identities, gait), but also by exposure
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to the objects surrounding us. The gender adaptation aftereffect

arising from adaptation to objects could operate via two possible

neural mechanisms – through common brain regions or through

top-down processes. One possibility is that the processing of

gender associated with an object shares at least some brain areas

with those responsible for gender perception of faces. If this is so,

such common brain areas must be highly flexible, since the

association of objects with different genders are not innate, but

rather learnt and may change throughout one’s life. A second

possibility is that perception of objects associated with a particular

gender affects the activity of higher-level brain regions coding for

the concept of gender, which consequently modulates the activity

of lower-level visual areas, thus biasing the facial gender

perception of the subsequent test face. Future studies may seek

to distinguish between these two possibilities.
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